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Abstract

Background: Irreversible electroporation (IRE) induces cell death through nonthermal mechanisms, however,
in extreme cases, the treatments can induce deleterious thermal transients. This study utilizes a thermochromic
tissue phantom to enable visualization of regions exposed to temperatures above 60�C.
Materials and Methods: Poly(vinyl alcohol) hydrogels supplemented with thermochromic ink were characterized
and processed to match the electrical properties of liver tissue. Three thousand volt high-frequency IRE protocols
were administered with delivery rates of 100 and 200 ls/s. The effect of supplemental internal applicator cooling
was then characterized.
Results: Baseline treatments resulted thermal areas of 0.73 cm2, which decreased to 0.05 cm2 with electrode
cooling. Increased delivery rates (200 ls/s) resulted in thermal areas of 1.5 and 0.6 cm2 without and with cooling,
respectively.
Conclusions: Thermochromic tissue phantoms enable rapid characterization of thermal effects associated with
pulsed electric field treatments. Active cooling of applicators can significantly reduce the quantity of tissue
exposed to deleterious temperatures.

Keywords: high-frequency irreversible electroporation, thermal injury, nonthermal ablation

Introduction

Irreversible electroporation (IRE) is an emerging
cancer therapy1–3 that uses pulsed electric fields (PEFs) to

permanently disrupt cell membranes within a focal tissue vol-
ume. Clinically, two or more partially active electrode ap-
plicators are inserted into tissue to destroy nearby cells, while
sparing the underlying extracellular matrix from thermal ef-
fects.4 IRE is considered a nonthermal ablation modality due
to the presumption that the lethal action of the PEF is not
dependent on local tissue temperatures but rather results from
a combination of reversible and permanent membrane de-
stabilization leading to cell death.5–9 Due to the theoretically
nonthermal, membrane-targeting mechanism, IRE is typically
applied clinically for particular cases that are contraindicated
for surgery or thermal ablations, due to sensitive anatomical
location (e.g. nearby vital structures).10

Current IRE treatments are administered clinically by a
single FDA-approved device termed the NanoKnife (NK-
IRE; AngioDynamics, Latham, NY). NK-IRE aims to create
significant therapeutic volumes (>25 cm3) where the local

electric field is above*500 V/cm,5,6,11,12 resulting in applied
currents in the range of 25–50 A.13–15 Application of such
high currents has the potential to significantly raise local
tissue temperatures due to Joule heating.16,17 Currently, NK-
IRE does not use active temperature sensing or a temperature
feedback loop, and treatments that induce significant ther-
mal injury can be inadvertently administered.13,18,19 This is a
substantial challenge as NK-IRE is generally used clinically
to treat tumors where permanent thermal damage must be
avoided.20

To address this challenge and minimize the risk for thermal
damage, several approaches have been proposed. The simplest
approach is to minimize electrode exposures to decrease cur-
rent delivery or decrease the energy delivery rate (pulse repe-
tition rate)19 to minimize average power dissipation. However,
these techniques can significantly increase treatment times and
reduce treatment volumes. Alternative passive strategies have
been investigated, which use phase change,21 irrigated,22 or
internally cooled electrodes,23 to minimize transient tempera-
ture rises, however, none of these techniques are currently used
in clinical settings.
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Ideally, NK-IRE and other PEF applications24–27 minimize
the potential for thermal damage and would be uniformly
evaluated in vivo within the same target organ to account for
the dynamic electrical and thermal responses associated with
treatments occurring in perfused tissue.28 However, ethical
and economic constraints often necessitate the use of alter-
native models for early-stage evaluation. These PEF therapies
should be evaluated in a model that replicates the electrical
and thermal properties of in vivo tissue as well as the geo-
metric size so that instruments intended for clinical use can
be evaluated without modification. Historically, ex vivo bo-
vine liver has served this role,29–33 and recent developments in
organ preservation34 have enabled the use of viable ex vivo
liver tissue for evaluating PEF therapies.11,23,35 However,
precise computational quantification of thermal injury in these
models can be challenging due to limited contrast between
the injured and normal tissue or the need for expensive ther-
mometry methods (e.g. magnetic resonance thermometry).

Tissue-mimicking phantoms are beginning to see use for
evaluating novel therapeutics36 and could be used to evaluate
the thermal profile of ablative therapies such as IRE. These
phantoms can include cells and microfluidic channels37 to
evaluate the cellular effects of therapies,38 determine lethal
thresholds,39,40 and can be used to evaluate energy depositions
before clinical use, ensuring safety profiles while overcoming
the limitations of traditional ex vivo models describe above.
Thermochromism is the property of a substance that can change
colors due to a change in temperature and thermochromic
materials have been utilized in product labeling, thermometers,
novelty items, and recently in tissue-mimicking phantoms for
thermal ablation therapies.36,41,42

Here we modified a validated thermochromic tissue phantom
concept,36,41 previously utilized to visualize radiofrequency
ablation (RFA) thermal dynamics, to evaluate deleterious
thermal effects associated with specific PEF treatments such as
NK-IRE. This phantom was calibrated to exhibit the electrical
properties of liver tissue. The model was tuned to rapidly
transition in color between 55�C and 60�C, as these tempera-
tures are associated with the induction of instantaneous thermal
injury43 and should be avoided in IRE treatments, especially
near critical structures. After validation, the tissue model was
used to evaluate techniques for reducing thermal injury in PEF
treatments: (1) manually reducing delivery rates and (2) ac-
tively internally cooling the applicator. We then utilize the ca-
librated phantom to demonstrate that active cooling of the
electrode applicator can reduce the extent of thermal injury by
93%. Active cooling enabled treatments that were delivered at
twice the rate (200 ls/s) and required half of the duration (100 s)
of baseline treatments, reducing the volume of tissue exposed to
temperatures above 60�C compared with controls.

Materials and Methods

Tissue phantom material

The tissue phantom material utilized in this study (Fig. 1) is
based on poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) hydrogels that have
previously been developed to mimic the mechanical proper-
ties of human livers44 and were modified to mimic the electric
properties relevant to IRE therapies. The phantom material
critically utilizes a commercially available thermochromic
ink (TCR Hallcrest, Inc., Glenview, IL), which permanently
changes color from white to magenta around 60�C, allowing

the phantom material to report on the temperature distri-
bution around the clinical applicators.

Aqueous stock solutions of 12% w/v PVA (130,000 Mw)
were first prepared by dissolving PVA (99% hydrolyzed,
563900-500G; Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in deionized
water for 3 h at 80�C using magnetic stirring. The phantom
formulation, shown in Table 1, was prepared for PEF studies
by adjusting salinity to match the electrical properties of

FIG. 1. The experimental thermochromic tissue phantom
consisted of (a) a base used to make contact with the
grounding pad and a replaceable sample into which the (b)
single-electrode applicator was inserted. A fiberoptic tem-
perature sensor adjacent to the electrode was used to mea-
sure temperature throughout the treatments. (c) Voltage and
(d) current waveforms were recorded for the ramp up pro-
cedure (shown) and throughout the treatment.
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biological tissues and was based on previous literature.36

Briefly, after the PVA-water solution was thoroughly mixed,
the stock solutions were allowed to return to room tempera-
ture to avoid temperature effects when mixed with the ther-
mochromic ink. Ninety-five milliliters of PVA solution was
then mixed with 5 mL of MB Magenta NH 60�C concen-
trate (5% v/v) (LCR Hallcrest, LLC, Glenview) and sodium
chloride (NaCl) was added (0.9% w/v) to impart electrical
conductivity. The final solution was stirred manually and was
immediately transferred to cylindrical molds and sealed. The
solutions then underwent two 24-h freeze/thaw (24 h at
-20�C, 12 h at room temperature) cycles to form the PVA-
hydrogel structure, following freeze/thaw methods previous
described in literature.45

A two-component tissue phantom was created to enable
the evaluation of multiple samples within the same experi-
mental setup (Fig. 1a). A 59-mm-diameter, 490-mm-tall
phantom body, or base, was created by pouring uncrosslinked
material into a flat-bottomed sample cup. A 30-mm-wide,
36-mm-deep sample chamber, or void, was then created by
securing a 50 mL Falcon tube in the center of the sample cup.
The assembly was then frozen overnight to crosslink the
material. Once solidified, the phantom body was stored in
deionized (DI) water (4 days) before use to normalize con-
ductivity. Experimental samples, or plugs, were similarly
created by aliquoting base material into 50 mL Falcon tubes,
freezing overnight, followed by storage in DI water.

Characterization of electrical response

To characterize the electrical properties of the phantom
material, 25-mm-diameter, 5–12-mm-thick cylindrical samples
were created. The impedance of the samples was then mea-
sured using a Bode 100 (Omicron Electronics, Inc., Houston,
TX) impedance analyzer by placing the samples between two
rectangular stainless steel electrodes and evaluating the system
impedance at 10 kHz, 100 kHz, and 1 MHz, representing the
characteristic frequencies associated with electrical pulses be-
tween 1 and 100ls in duration. The electrical conductivity (r)
of the samples was then calculated as follows:

r¼ L

Z � A (1)

where A was the surface area of the sample, L was the ma-
terial thickness, and Z was the impedance. These values were
then averaged and are presented as mean – standard devia-
tion. To evaluate if storage conditions can impact the elec-
trical characteristics of these phantoms, a subset of samples
were stored in deionized water for 1 h and 4 days (Fig. 2)
before measurement.

Characterization of thermal response

To characterize the thermochromic response of the phan-
toms, the material was sectioned into cubes measuring *1 cm
on each edge. A 1 L water bath with mild stirring was heated to
30�C, 35�C, 40�C, 45�C, 50�C, 55�C, or 60�C using a standard
plate heater (H3760-HS; Benchmark Scientific, Sayreville, NJ)
and a fiberoptic temperature sensor (FOTEMP; Micronor, Inc.,
Camarillo, CA). When a stable temperature was achieved, the
cubes were then placed directly in the circulating water for a
duration of 400 s, twice the duration of the longest experimental
treatment examined in this study, such that any thermochromic
transitions approached steady state.

To characterize the time-dependent thermal response, 1 cm
cubes were placed in a 60�C water bath for 25, 50, 100, 200,
and 400 s. Following the specified heat treatment, all samples
were removed from the water bath and quenched in room
temperature deionized water. Characterization of the material
at temperatures above 60�C was attempted using this method;
however, these treatments resulted in complete disintegration
of the material.

All samples were imaged in a light box with consistent
angle, distance, and lighting. The images were then white
balanced via a white object in all photographs using Adobe
Photoshop (2017.0.1; Adobe, Inc., San Jose, CA) and were
imported into ImageJ (1.51j8; NIH), where they were con-
verted into 8-bit grayscale images. The 1 cm cubes used to
characterize the thermal response were evaluated by calcu-
lating the mean grayscale value (0–255) of a square region
measuring 0.75 · 0.75 cm. Three different photographs with
each cube rotated to a different geometric face were evalu-
ated (n = 12, 4 cubes, 3 faces) yielding 12 measurements for
each temperature set point. The values were then averaged
and are reported as mean – standard deviation.

Energy delivery

PEF treatments were administered via an applicator and
grounding pad approach (A+GP). This approach produces
spherical ablation zones surrounding the exposed electrode46,47

and simplifies both the surgical approach48 and computational
treatment evaluation.49,50 A 1.44-mm-diameter internally
cooled clinical RFA applicator (Cool-Tip RF ACT1520;
Medtronic, Inc., Minneapolis, MN) with a 2 cm exposed
electrode was modified to enable high-voltage pulse de-
livery. This was accomplished by removing the applicator
handle and replacing the single low-voltage electrical lead

Table 1. Thermochromic Phantom Formulation

Component Proportion (%)

Deionized water 95 (v/v)
99% hydrolyzed PVA (Mw = 130,000) 12 (w/v)
Magenta MB60�C concentrate 5 (v/v)
NaCl 0.9 (w/v)

NaCl, sodium chloride; PVA, poly(vinyl alcohol).

FIG. 2. Measured conductivity of poly(vinyl alcohol)-
thermochromic hydrogel tissue phantom after 1 h or 4 days
of soaking in deionized water.
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with 10 kV rated silicone-coated wire (6733-2; Pomona
Electronics, Inc., Everett, WA). Polyimide tape was wrapped
around any exposed metal on the proximal end of the appli-
cator and the assembly was covered in heat shrink tubing
(Fig. 1b). A 200-lm-diameter fiberoptic temperature sensor
(TS5; Micronor, Inc.) was affixed to the distal end of the
applicator such that the sensing region was approximately
half way along the electrode surface (8.6 mm from the insula-
tion and 10.6 mm from the electrode tip). A strip of polyimide
tape was adhered to the applicator body 5 mm above the
insulation/electrode interface to enable consistent placement
of the electrode below the phantom surface.

An electrical return path was established by placing the
tissue phantom assembly on an adhesive grounding pad
(E7507; Covidien, Inc., Dublin, Ireland). This was similarly
modified to replace the original low-voltage rated cable with
10 kV rated silicone-coated wire. Treatments were administered
via a custom-built pulse generation system based on an H-Bridge
topology, which recorded voltage, current, and temperature in
real time. As traditional NK-IRE waveforms have been shown to
produce intense electrical arcing with the A+GP approach,47,50

an alternative continuous high-frequency IRE (H-FIRE) proto-
col was evaluated. Each treatment consisted of a bipolar wave-
form with a 2 ls positive phase, a 5 ls delay, and a 2 ls
negative phase (Fig. 1c, d). This waveform was repeated at
either 25 or 50 Hz to achieve energy delivery rates of 100 or
200 ls/s, respectively. These waveforms were delivered
continuously until a total integrated energized time (IET) of
0.02 s was achieved (5000 · waveforms containing 10,000
· pulses). This electrical dose was chosen to replicate val-
ues typically used in NK-IRE and H-FIRE protocols. Si-
milarly a baseline delivery rate of 100 ls/s was chosen to
match NK-IRE treatments that typically deliver a single
50–100 ls pulse with cardiac synchronization (*1 Hz, 50–
100 ls/s). All treatments were administered with a voltage
of 3000 V to match the maximum voltage utilized clinically
with NK-IRE.

A subset of experiments were conducted with internal
electrode cooling. This was accomplished by perfusing the
applicator at a rate of 2 mL/min with ice water via a peristaltic
pump (EW-77921-65; Cole-Palmer, Vernon Hills, IL) at-
tached to the applicators fluid inlet tubing. Following treat-
ment, the tissue phantoms were subjected to two overnight
freeze/thaw cycles to solidify any material that had melted
during the treatment and to match the processing associated
with the characterization process.

Quantification of treatment zones

The thermal injury area created by the PEF treatments was
calculated by white balancing and converting all photographs
into 8-bit grayscale images. These images were then thre-
sholded to values of 191–255 using the IsoData algorithm
(Fig. 3), corresponding to the pixel intensity found for expo-
sures of 60�C for 400 s. The area above the threshold value was
then calculated for a region measuring 2.0 · 2.5 cm within each
treatment sample (n = 6, 3 replicates, 2 faces), yielding six
measurements for each treatment. The values were then av-
eraged and are reported as mean – standard deviation.

Statistical analysis was conducted via one-way Student’s
t-tests with an alpha level of 0.05 indicating significance
using JMP (V14.1.0; SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC)

Results

Characterization of phantom electrical conductivity

There was not a statistically significant difference in con-
ductivity values between data acquired at 10 kHz, 100 kHz, or
1 MHz ( p > 0.73). The native phantom material had a mean
electrical conductivity of 2.12 – 0.33 S/m averaged across all
frequency values. This decreased to 0.76 – 0.05 and 0.41 – 0.03
S/m after 1 h and 4 days storage in DI water, respectively. As
liver conductivity has previously been reported in this range,51

all further experiments utilized 4 days of DI water storage
before use (Fig. 2).

Characterization of phantom thermal response

To characterize the time-domain response of the phan-
toms, 1 cm3 samples were placed in 60�C water for up to
400 s (Fig. 4a). These samples had a baseline pixel intensity
of 249 – 5 (Fig. 4b). After 25 s of exposure, the pixel in-
tensity was 248 – 5, which was not significantly less than
baseline ( p = 0.61). The pixel intensity dropped signifi-
cantly ( p < 0.0001) between 50 (240 – 7) and 100 s (201 – 6)
after which it appeared to reach a steady state. However,
statistically significant decreases in pixel intensity did occur
between the 100-, 200 (195 – 7, p = 0.005)-, and 400-s (191 – 6,
p = 0.0049) exposure samples (Fig. 4b). To characterize the
temperature-domain response of the phantoms, 1 cm3 samples
were placed in 30–60�C water for 400 s (Fig. 4c). Statistically
significant differences were found between the 50�C (240 – 5)

FIG. 3. Photochromic phantom following a 0.02-s IET
treatment with an energy delivery rate of 200 ls/s (a) before
and (b) after image processing to identify tissue exposed to
60�C or greater temperatures. IET, integrated energized time.
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and 55�C (222 – 4, p < 0.0001), as well as the 55�C and 60�C
(191 – 6, p < 0.001) samples, but not between any other adja-
cent temperature pairs ( p > 0.54) (Fig. 4d).

Electrical and thermal response during PEF treatment

The initial resistance of the tissue phantom was measured to
be 72.8 – 4.4 O as averaged across all treatment groups. This
corresponds to an initial treatment current of 41.0 – 2.2 A. Si-
milarly, all treatments were conducted at room temperature
with initial measurements of 17.9�C – 1.2�C across all experi-
ments. In the baseline treatment (100 ls/s, 0.02 s IET, no
cooling), the mean treatment current increased from 39.2 to
50.3 A (Fig. 5a) corresponding to a resistance change from 76.4

to 59.1 O (Fig. 5b). During the 200-s baseline treatment, the
mean temperature increased from 18.7�C to 41.8�C (Fig. 5c).

Actively cooling the applicator while delivering the base-
line treatment (100 ls/s, 0.02 s IET, 2 mL/min) resulted in a
less substantial current rise (40.9 to 47.2 A) than treatments
without cooling (6.3 vs. 11.1 A increase). Similarly, a smaller
resistance change (72.7 to 62.3 O) was observed for these
treatments when the applicator was cooled. The use of ice
water as the coolant resulted in a mean decrease in measured
temperature over the 200-s treatment (Fig. 5c), with a final
temperature of 17.1�C.

Similar current rises (Fig. 6a) and decreases in resistance
(Fig. 6b) were observed when the energy delivery rate was
increased to 200 ls/s. Without cooling, these treatments
rapidly exceeded 65�C (Fig. 6c), resulting in a phase change
in the phantom material. Actively cooling the probe during
these treatments resulted in a muted temperature rise with a
mean peak temperature of 24.4�C – 0.4�C.

FIG. 5. Comparison of transient (a) current, (b) resis-
tance, and (c) temperature profiles during cooled and non-
cooled 3000 V, 002-s IET treatments administered at a rate
of 100 ls/s.

FIG. 4. The photochromic phantoms exhibited a time-
dependent and temperature-dependent response. (a) Time
dependent response of the phantoms following a 60�C ex-
posure. (b) Mean grayscale pixel intensity versus exposure
time. (c) Temperature-dependent response following 400-s
exposures to temperatures between 30�C and 60�C. (d)
Mean grayscale pixel intensity versus exposure temperature.
Baseline data (20�C) were acquired from samples that re-
mained at room temperature.
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Visualization of thermal injury zones

All treatments resulted in a visible color change within
the phantom (Fig. 7a–h). Baseline treatments (100 ls/s,
0.02 s IET) resulted in a teardrop-shaped thermal zone with
the narrowest region corresponding to the proximal end of
the applicator approximately half-way down the length of the
electrode (Fig. 7a, b). This thermal zone had a mean area
of 0.73 – 0.25 cm2 (Fig. 7i). Active cooling of the applicator
resulted in a significantly smaller ( p < 0.0001) spherical
thermal zone corresponding to approximately the distal tip
of the electrode (Fig. 7c, d). Increasing the energy delivery
rate to 200ls/s (0.02 s IET) resulted in a teardrop-shaped
thermal zone, which was significantly larger than ( p < 0.0001)
all other treatment groups (Fig. 7e, f), measuring 1.5 – 0.3 cm2.
Active cooling of the applicator during this protocol (200ls/s
0.02 s IET) resulted in a spherical thermal zone centered on the
electrode tip, which measured 0.6 – 0.1 cm2. This was signifi-

cantly smaller than the corresponding noncooled treatment
( p < 0.0001), but was not significantly smaller than the non-
cooled baseline treatment ( p = 0.224).

Discussion

While many PEF therapies, including NK-IRE, are con-
sidered to be nonthermal6,7,9,52–54 due to their induction of
cell death via mechanisms that are not dependent on local
tissue temperatures,55,56 these treatments have the potential
to induce deleterious thermal transients18 that could result in
thermal injury to adjacent tissues.19 Local tissue tempera-
tures are generally not measured or accounted for in clinical
treatments and rare examples of coagulative necrosis,18 ab-
scesses,57 fistulas,58 and thrombosis59 may be due, in part, to
unintended thermal injury.

The tissue phantom model presented here may be a useful
tool as part of clinical training or research and development
for PEF treatments as it offers rapid feedback and near real-
time visualization of treatments which induce temperatures

FIG. 6. Comparison of transient (a) current, (b) resis-
tance, and (c) temperature profiles during cooled and non-
cooled 3000 V, 002-s IET treatments administered at a rate
of 200 ls/s.

FIG. 7. Active cooling significantly reduces the quantity
of phantom exposed to temperatures above 60�C in pulsed
electric field treatments. Original images (a, c, e, g) were
processed (b, d, f, h) to enable computational quantification
of (i) tissue area exposed to temperatures of 60�C or greater.
All consisted of 3000 V waveforms with a total dose of 0.02-
s IET. Baseline treatments were administered with an en-
ergy delivery rate of (a, b) 100 ls/s without cooling and
with (c, d) 2 mL/min of cooling. Treatments with the same
dose delivered at a higher energy delivery rate of 200 ls/s
(e, f) without and (g, h) with 2 mL/min of cooling.
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associated with thermal injury. This could be especially
useful for evaluating treatments using elevated voltages
(3000–10,000 V),47 alternative pulse timing strategies,39 ap-
plicator arrays,60 or in novel delivery approaches.61 In ad-
dition, the model has been tuned to exhibit the physical
properties of liver tissue.44 Formulations can be tuned to
match needle-tissue forces for other tissues where PEFs can
be delivered, such as kidneys.62 The phantom recapitulated
basic electrical characteristics of clinically relevant tissues
with a final electrical conductivity of 0.41 S/m. This was
approximately equivalent to the conductivity of healthy he-
patic tissue and hepatic tumors (0.15–0.55 S/m).51 However,
these tissues tend to increase in conductivity over the mea-
sured range (10 kHz–1 MHz), a frequency-dependent re-
sponse was not observed in this phantom material. The
electrical properties of the tissue phantom introduced in this
article were tuned using NaCl concentration and further by
varying postfabrication soaking (Fig. 2). While tuned for li-
ver tissue, the model could be further refined to match the
tissue-specific electrical properties of various tissues through
these parameters and the addition of nanomaterials such as
carbon microcoils could be used to better recreate the
frequency-dependent conductivity at higher frequencies if
needed.63

The model was fabricated as a two-part phantom, with a
reusable large base and smaller plug inserted into a center
base-void to allow plug removal for rapid evaluation of
temperature fields in the volumes nearest to the applicator
and continued use of the larger base. Use of this two-part
system can help reduce costs of the phantom and studies, and
the plug diameter can be modified based on predicted abla-
tion size. The tissue in the simulated ablation zone was
modeled as a homogeneous volume without blood vessels or
connective tissue, which may have distorted the electric field
and altered the resulting ablation and thermal fields. While
H-FIRE is hypothesized to be less susceptible to distortion by
these anatomical structures,64 it remains unclear if they can
be ignored for treatment planning purposes and studying
maximum temperature levels during NK-IRE and H-FIRE
treatments. While simplified models can be sufficient for
evaluating maximum temperatures, more complicated mod-
els, including the use of perfused vessels, might be necessary
when accurate predictions of the local temperature distribu-
tion are required.

The extent or probability of inducing thermal injury typi-
cally depends on a combination of the maximum temperature
and duration of exposure.10 A single, universally accepted
cumulative thermal dose parameter is not currently well de-
fined and there is ongoing discussion of the most appropriate
thermal dose parameter for estimating thermal damage as a
function of time and temperature.65,66 Thermal damage of
human tissue at mild hyperthermic temperatures (43–45�C)
typically requires exposure durations on the order of an hour
to induce cell death or tissue injury.43 One approach to de-
scribe thermal damage is to calculate the cumulative equiv-
alent minutes at 43�C (CEM43�C).67,68 According to this
thermal dosage method, 2–3 s at 57�C resulted in similar
survival of multiple cell lines as 270 min at 43�C, indicating
that cells are sensitive to instantaneous temperature expo-
sures from 55�C to 60�C.69 As NK-IRE and PEF treatments
typically aim to deliver the intended dose over 1–5 min and
given that peak temperatures typically occur late in the

treatment (30+ s), a 60�C threshold for the phantom is the
most relevant criteria for studying NK-IRE. However, it may
be feasible to combine multiple thermochromic dyes to
achieve additional delineated temperature zones in therapies
where other critical temperatures are relevant.

The overall resistance of the phantom decreased during
each treatment (Figs. 5 and 6), potentially due to increased
ionic conductivity as a function of temperature. This seems to
indicate that a positive correlation between temperature and
electrical conductivity, as seen in tissue,28 exists. However,
all of the treatments resulted in similar changes in impedance
independent of the instantaneous temperature measurements.
This indicates that treatment current and current change may
not be ideal proxies for temperature measurement nor ideal
metrics for predicting the extent of thermal injury.

Each of the experimental protocols investigated here re-
sulted in localized color change within the phantom despite
some having recorded temperatures below 45�C. This was
likely due to the fiberoptic temperature sensor being placed at
the electrode midpoint rather than the distal tip where the
electric field, and thus Joule heating, would be at a maximum.
This highlights the utility of tissue phantom models, which
can illustrate spatial distribution of temperatures that can
occur as a result of PEF treatments better than single-point-
based temperature sensors. Similarly, color changes were
observed in treatments administered within a 100-s window
(Figs. 6 and 7e–g), indicating the ability of the phantom
model to account for relatively short thermal transients, es-
pecially when these transients are greater than 60�C where
thermal injury would be approximately instantaneous.

Active cooling of the applicators significantly reduced the
volume of material exposed to 60�C or greater versus mat-
ched noncooled treatments (Fig. 7). With active cooling,
regions of elevated temperature occurred near the distal tip of
the electrode. This may be due to the internal fluid channel
not extending all the way to the distal end of the electrode
resulting in less efficient cooling at the tip. This region also
likely corresponds to the region of highest electric field, and
thus greatest extent of Joule heating, due to the sharp point at
the end of the electrode.

This study has some important limitations. A single wave-
form, electrode configuration, and voltage were examined and
modifications to these may affect the electric field distribution
and thermal response observed in this model. All experiments
were conducted at room temperature and equivalent treatments
conducted in vivo or at physiological temperatures may result
in larger volumes of tissue exposed to temperatures of 60�C or
greater. The treatments administered here resulted in relatively
high currents (39–53 A) and strategies designed to modify this
parameter may affect the temperature distribution. The
phantom model described is unable to provide cumulative
temperature profiles and can only elucidate maximum tem-
peratures. Additional computational modeling50 or thermal
imaging would be necessary to better understand spatially
varying transient thermal profiles. In addition, while the
model can be utilized to elucidate thermal profiles, it cannot
detect the efficacy of the nonthermal IRE as it lacks incor-
porated living cells. Recent reports utilizing collagen-based,
cell-containing hydrogels39,70,71 demonstrate these additional
models, which can be coupled with the thermochromic models
for full investigation of efficacy and safety. Finally, the phan-
tom material utilized here is not actively perfused and heat
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transport characteristics may be different than those observed
in vivo. The results presented here should not be utilized for
clinical treatment planning unless validated in an in vivo model.

Conclusion

This study presented a modified thermochromic tissue
phantom that can be utilized to visualize zones exposed to
deleterious temperatures during PEF therapies. Internal active
cooling of the applicators utilized significantly reduced the
volume of material exposed to temperatures above 60�C, in-
dicating that these strategies may be effective at mitigating the
risk of thermal injury in in vivo clinical applications.
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